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Integral relationsbasedon boundarylayer theory are derived to study the motion of an isolated,
two-dimensionalthermal plume througha viscousmantle containingpolym0rphicphase changes.
Analyticalresultsare obtainedwhich showthat.phaseti'ansitions
alter averagemantleconvective

velocities
bylessthan•50'•o.
In particular
wefindthattheolivine-spinel
transition,
approximated
as

univariant,canenhancethe circulation
velocityof uppermantleconvection
by 30-40%,whileit can
enhance
the overallamplitude
of wholemantleconvection
by a few percentonly.Our calculations
demonstratethat a possibleendothermicphasechangelocatedat 650 km will not preventdeepmantle
convectionunlessthe Clapeyronslopedefiningthe transitionexceeds-0.3 kbar/øK.This largevalueis

morethanoneorderof magnitude
greaterthanwhathasbeenproposed
for the 650-kmdiscontinuity.
We then extendthe methodto includecompositionalbuoyancyand effectsof the divariantnature of
the olivine-spineltransition.Analysisof the motionof a compositionally
buoyantplume(onehavingan
anomalous
Mg/Fe ratiorelatiyeto the ambientmantle)revealsthatthechemicalplumelocallydistorts
the transitionin a way which contributesbuoyancyand enhancesconvectiveamplitudesby 10% or
less.Finally, we combinethermalandcompositional
buoyancyto investigatethe interactionbetweena
thermochemicalplume and a compositionallyinduced density interface. The results are used to
determinethe stability criterion for two-layeredmantle convection.We find that a compositionally
produceddensityincreaseof 4% at 650 km is neededto preventmixingbetweenthe upper and lower

mantle.Seismological
observations
indicatethatdensityjumpat the650-kmdiscontinuity
is between
5% and 9%. If all the density increaseobservedthere is due to changein composition,then twolayered mantle convectionis stable. However, if phase transitionsaccountfor part of the density
increase, so that the chemicallyproducedcomponentis less than 4%, then two-layered mantle
convection may be unstable.
1.

•hermochemical
plume,whichrepresents
oneofthesimplest

INTRODUCTION

An understanding
of the earth's thermaland chemical and most efficient mechanismsfor buoyant transport in the
evolutionrestsultimatelyuponunderstanding
in a quantita- mantle. Specifically,we study the problem of motion in a
tive way the processes
andratesby whichheatandmassare rising or sinking plume which is driven by differencesin

transported
through
themantle.
Thedevelopment
ofmantle temperatureand compositionand subjectto dynamicalef-

convection
asa paradigmin geophysics
hasprovideda solid fects due to polymorphicphasechanges.Our analysisex-

physicalbasis with whichto explorethe Earth'sthermal ploits the simplificationscontained in the boundary layer
which allowsus to produceapproximate
history[seeSharpe
andPeltier,1978,1979;
Elsasser
et al., approximation,
analytical results which can be easily applied to cases of
1979;Schubertet al., 1980;Davies, 1980].HOwever,most

geophysicalinterest. Our objective is to derive expressions
the buoyantforceswhichdrivethe convectivemotionarise for mantle flow rates resultingfrom the interactionbetween
solelyfromheating.The roleof chemicallyderivedbuoyan- buoyancy forces due to temperature, compositionaldiffercy hasreceived,by comparison,
verylittleattention.Thisis ences, and mineralogicalphase changes.
In section 2 we briefly review the problem of convection
in spiteof the fact that it is possibleto show,usingsimple
through
phasechanges,focusingon the specialcaseof large
scalingarguments,
that compositional
differences
withinthe
amplitude
motions, which is the relevant one for planetary
mantleof even 1%canbe equivalentto thermalanomaliesin
excessof severalhundreddegrees.On thesegroundsit is interiors. We approachthis problemby dividing it into two
clear that chemicalbuoyancycould be very importantin parts. First, section 3 gives a detailed discussionof the
interaction between a thermal plume and a univariant phase
mantle dynamics.

treatments of mantle convection used the assumptionthat

But with the exceptionof the linear stabilityanalysisby
RichterandJohnson[1974],a laboratoryexperiment[Richter and McKenzie, 1981], and a finite element study by
Christensen[1981]over a restrictedparameterrange,there

transition.
Section4 is devoted
to a generalization
of the

boundary layer model to include divariant phase changes,

pluscompositional
buoyancy.
Theresults
arethenapplied
to

thermochemicalplumesin an idealizedmantle consistingof
has been little work on mantle convection which •addresses a solid solution of olivine and its spinel polymorph. Our.
the issuesof chemicalbuoyancy.For these reasonswe conclusionsconcerningthe ability of mantle plumes and
investigateherethe combinedeffectsof chemicalandther- lithospheric slabsto penetrate through chemical interfaces
,

malbuoyancyforceson simplemantleboundarylayerflows. are given in section 5.
We focus our attention on the dynamicsof an isolated
2.
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HISTORICAL

BACKGROUND

The influenceof phasetransitionson mantle convection
driven by thermal buoyancyhas concernedgeophysicists
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Fig. 1. Circulationinducedby a thermal plume in a viscouslayer containinga polymorphicphasechange.The

thermalplumeis markedby theshaded
region;thephasetransition,
withthickness
L, is denoted
by theheavyline.The
phase transition is exothermic, as depicted, and is elevatedwithin the cold plume by an amount Az. All variablesand
parameters are as defined in text.

ever since Birch's [1952] pioneeringwork, in which he
proposed the existence of phase transitionsin the upper
mantle. Vening Meinez [1962]concluded,on the basisof a
heuristicanalysis,that a univarianttransitioncouldenhance

pletely. However, the stability analysesof Schubertet al.

convection.

In contrast to thermal convection, there exists a dearth of
quantitative resultsfor convectiondriven by chemicaldifferentiation. Its importance in chemicalevolutionof the mantle
has been stimulated by recent applicationsof neodymium
(Nd) isotopic analysis [DePaolo and Wasserburg, 1976,
1977]. Using concentrationpatterns of trace elements, such
as Nd, several authors have suggestedthat the upper and

[1975] indicated that this would not occur in the mantle

becausethe Clapeyron slopesfor the proposedendothermic
transitionsare too small. The finite amplituderesultswhich
convectiveinstability.A similarstudyby Knopoff[1964] we presenthere substantiatethe findingsof Schubertet al. in
came to the opposite conclusion,namely, that transitions this regard.
would obstruct convection.Thus, althoughthe importance
The issue of dynamical effects arising from flow through
of phase transitionswas agreedupon early, the 'sign' of its solid-solidphase transition in the mantle is complicatedby
effect remained an open question. In an influential paper, the fact that mantle phase transitions are divariant. A
Verhoogen[1965] analyzedthe buoyancyforcesactingon a convenient, approximate techniquefor analyzing divariant
parcel crossinga phaseboundaryin an otherwisemotionless phase transition effects has been developedby Schubert et
environment. He concluded that the transition would offer
al. [1975]. They showed that, while competingstabilizing
resistance
andwouldhinderconvection
unlessthe parcel and destabilizingeffectsare both present,in fact the destabistartedfrom a positionfar above or below the transition.He
lizing effect of enhancedthermalexpansionwithin the phase
also identified the key physicalparameterin the problem, transitionregionore.helms the stabilizingeffectof larger
the entropy of transformationdivided by specificheat, AS/ adiabatic temperature gradients. Applying their results to
C•,. Our analysisdiffersfrom Verhoogen'sin one important finite amplitudemotion of a descendingslab, Schubertet al.
respect: for creeping flow such as that occurring in the concludedthat phase boundary distortion may produce as
earth's mantle, we find that buoyant plumes entrain large much as one quarter of a subductedslab's negativebuoyanvolumes of surroundingmaterial into motion (see Figure 1),
cy.
so that the contrast between moving and nearly stationary
The initial study of finite amplitude convection in the
adjacent parcels, which gave rise to the stabilizinginfluence presenceof phase changeswas made by Richter [1973] who
Verhoogen found, disappears. We agree with Verhoogen determined numerically the influence of both a single exothat the distancebetween phasetransitionand the sourceof
thermic and a single endothermicphase transition on twobuoyancy is critical in determiningthe transition's net condimensional
conve•tion.His principalconclusions
were,
tribution to the circulation. This important effect has evifirst, that an endothermicphase change, though mildly
dently been overlookedby subsequentinvestigators.
stabilizing, is not a barrier to vertical motion. Second, he
The linear stability analysisfor the onset of convectionin
found that exothermic transitionsenhanceconvective amplia fluid which is thermally driven and possessesa pressure tudes by a small numerical factor over what would be
induced phase transition in its interior has been conducted without the transition present. Richter's resultswere limited
by G. Schubert
andcoworkers
[seeSchubert
et ,•al.,1970; to slow, small amplitude convection. In this paper we
Busse and Schubert, 1971; Schubert and Turcotte, 1971;
consider the opposite extreme, namely, large amplitude
Schubert et al., 1975]. These works have identified the basic
convection, and we derive explicit formulasfor the correcphysical mechanismsby which phase changesmay contrib- tion terms due to phase transition effects. In general, our
ute a stabilizing influence (through latent heat release) as results are in agreement with those of both Schubert et al.
well as a destabilizinginfluence(by phaseboundarydistor- and Richter in that we find the olivine-spinel transition
tion). They demonstratedconclusivelythat the olivine-spinel enhancesconvection motion and can be a significantsource
phase change in the presence of destabilizingtemperature of buoyancy, especially for convectionlimited to the upper
gradient can amplify the magnitude of thermally driven mantle.
While there is little controversy that exothermic transitions such as olivine-spinel tend to aid convection, the
situation is not so clear-cut as regards endothermictransitions. It is widely held amonggeochemists[Ringwood, 1972;
Lieberrnannet al., 1977;Navrotsky, 1980]that an endothermic phase transition could arrest convective motion com-
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lower mantle are convectingseparately [see Richard et al.,
1976; O'Nions et al., 1979;De Paolo and Wasserburg, 1979;
Anderson, 1981]. Previously, Anderson [1975] has emphasized the potentialrole playedby chemicalplumesin mantle
evolution. These examplesprovide a strong motivation to
study mantle flow with both compositional and thermal
buoyancy. In section4 we addressthese issuesby applying
our model results to determine the degree of chemical
stratificationin the mantle necessaryto filter large thermally
buoyant plumes, such as subductedlithosphericsegments.
3.

THERMAL
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where AS = S2- S1.
As Turcotte and Schubert [1972] have shown, the Boussinesq approximation requires that we set

dSi - CpidT
dt

T

i = 1, 2

dt

(4)

and furthermore it requires that

Equation (3) then reduces to

PLUMES CROSSING A UNIVARIANT

dS

PHASE CHANGE

dt

-

Cp dT
T

dt

+ as

dx
dt

(5)

In this section we develop a mathematical model for a
steady state, two-dimensionalplume traversing an isovis- For steady state conditions,(5) substitutedinto (2c) yields
couslayer with a univariantphasechange.This servesas our
-1
basic model. We ignorethe effectsof temperature-dependent
u. (eTX7x+ •T) = ••.
q
(6)
viscosityin order to focusattentionon the influenceof phase
transitions. The structureof hot, rising plumes in a temperawhere
ture-dependentviscousmantle differs from the isoviscous
flows described here [Yuen and Schubert, 1976; Yuen and
Peltlet, 1980; Morris, 1980] but the conclusionsreachedby
this analysisshouldapply to thermally activatedas well as
isoviscous

flows.

Figure 1 illustratesthe structureof an idealizedthermal
plume, descendingfrom the surfacez = D with an axis of
symmetry at y = 0. The layer has a depth D and the phase
transitionis centeredat D - z0.Let X be the massfractionof
the dense(high-pressure)phasepresentat any point. Variables which refer to the denserphasewill be subscriptedwith
2; light phasewill be denotedby 1. We adoptthe Boussinesq
approximation;its validity in this applicationrequiresthat
two dimensionless
parametersbe small.The first is the ratio
of disturbance to equilibrium density, p'/tS. The second
parameter is the ratio of layer depth to temperaturescale
height, D/Hr. These are defined explicitly in what follows,
and it is readily verified that they are in fact small for all
cases of interest. By using the Boussinesqapproximation,
we recognize density differencesonly insofar as they contribute to the buoyancy. This leads to an equation of state
having the form

p= I• + p' = I• 1 - aT+ •X

(1)

where Ap = P2- P• is the density differencebetweenthe two
phases, a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, and T is
temperature. The Boussinesqfield equations for creeping
flow are

AS

e=

(7)

is a dimensionlessparameter which plays a key role in this
theory.
To reduce the problem to essentials, we consider an
isolated plume centeredat y = 0 (see Figure 1). The plume is
driven either by heat collected off the lower surface(a rising
plume) or cold collected off the upper surface (a sinking
plume). Roberts [1977] has demonstrated that under these
conditions the temperature anomaly associated with the
plume will be confinedto a thin sheet. The mantle away from
the plume is shieldedfrom anomaloustemperaturesand in a
steady state is isothermal (or more properly, isentropic).
While the thermal disturbance is localized, the fluid motion is not. Figure 1 illustratesthat the creepingflow extends
outward in the y direction, away from the plume, to a
distance equal to several times the layer depth.
First, consider the structure of the phase changeregion in
the isothermal, ambient mantle far from the plume. Turcotte
and Schubert [1971] have demonstrated that a univariant
phasetransition developsa two-phaseregionin the presence
of isentropic flow whenever the vertical velocity exceeds a
critical value. This critical value is given by

whereK is thermalconductivity,
and(OP/OT)!x
is the Cla-

peyron slope. For the olivine-spineltransition, Wcritis about
0.2 cm/yr. For comparisonwe are interested in velocities
l
-V(P/p-) +--g + vV2u= 0
(2a) commensurate with the rate of sea floor spreading and
P
subduction, which fall in the range 2-10 cm/yr. This is at
least
one order of magnitudegreater than the critical veloci•'u = 0
(2b)
ty. For the reasonjust given, the flow will exceedthe critical
velocity even at great distances away from the plume.
t5T dt - -•.q
(2c) Verhoogen [1965] and Turcotte and Schubert [1971] have
demonstrated that wherever the critical velocity is exceeded,
the phase transition has a uniform thickness given by
where P is pressure, u is velocity, g is acceleration of
gravity, •, is kinematicviscosity,S is entropy, and q is heat
flux. The changein entropy of a parcel is given by
= -[t•gCp]
-1
(8)
x

dS
dS2
dt _ (1- X)•dS•
+ X-•
+ ASdx
d--•-

(3)

This thicknessis approximately 15 km for the olivine-spinel
transition, if it is approximated by a univariant phase
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constantwithin 0 < y </•, with an error of order t•lD. Hence
W can be treated as constantin (10)-(11), which combineto
yield
OW
GION

Oy •

I

2t•eW
ß

ß

- -Z =Z o +AZ
REGION

(X - Xoo)
dy

(12)

Expression (12) indicates that the plume exerts a stresson

•---Z=Z

the mantle which dependson the total heat contentQh but

o

which is insensitive to the details of the heat distribution

within the plume.The importantrequirementfor the validity
of this developmentis that the temperatureperturbation
associatedwith the plumebe localizedneary = 0 sothat the
Xoo
=1
integrals in (12) are finite. It is therefore convenientto
Fig. 2. Detail of olivine-spineltransitionregionin the neighbor- choosethe simplestpossibletemperatureprofile.The partichoodof a descending
plume.The plume(shaded)hasa width2/5and ular profile which we adopthere is a 'top hat,' definedby
EGION

3

a temperatureanomalyO. The phasetransition,with thicknessL, is
marked by the dark band and is elevatedwithin the plumeby an
amount AZ. The X representsthe concentrationof spinelphase.
Region 1 containsonly olivine, region3 only spinel.In region2 the
plume consistsof spinelwhile the ambientmantleis olivine. The

temperature
jumpacross
thetransition
T2- T1= ATøl-sp
isgivenby
(39).

change.Our conclusionis that within the isentropicflow
surroundingthe thermalplume,the transitionoccurseverywhere at the samedepth and has a uniformthickness.It
therefore contributesnothingtoward drivingthe flow. Effects of the transition are felt within the plume only.

IntegralRelationships
Withinthe Plume

r-

s=

the momentumequationnear y = 0 as

Apg
ag(r- Too)
+ •
(X- Xoo)
P

1)]

(13)

where 0 is the anomaloustemperature,H is the Heaviside
function, and ,/= y/•z). Becausethe overall flow characteristics are sensitive only to the integral of the temperature
profile within the plume, other choices of temperature
profiles, such as a Gaussian, would not alter our results,
provided they have the same total temperature deficit or
excess.Referringto Figure 2, there are three distinctplume
segments.The first segmentlies above the transition; here
there is no densephase(X = Xoo= 0). Similarly, the third
segmentlies below the transitionregion, where there is only
densephase(X = Xoo
= 1). Substitutionof (13) into (11)gives,
for these two segments,

Usingstandard
boundary
layerapproximations
andthe
stateequation
(1), we maywritetheverticalcomponent
of
02W
Oy2

Too= 011-H(,/-

Qh

2f•Ct,WO

(•4)

The secondsegmentis the anomalouszone, lying betweenz0
and z0 + Az, where z0 is the heightof the phasetransitionin
the ambient mantle and Az is the distortion of the phase
Here W is verticalvelocity,while Too
andXoo
are the values boundary causedby the plume's anomaloustemperature. In
oftemperature
anddense
phase
concentration
intheambient this segment, applicationof (13) gives

v

(9)

mantle.Denotingtheplume'shalf-thickness
by/•, theintegral of (9) is
OW

Oy

0•(x
- x•)
dy
=__
s

=-ag
fo
•(T- Too)
dy
+gap
fo•
_

the plus(minus)signoccurring
whenthephaseboundary
is
elevated(depressed).
Using this result, plus (13)-(14), in
(12), yields

(X - Xoo)
dy

(10)

P

Region 1

The entropyequation(6) maybe writtenapproximately
as

OW

-1

agQh

s

u. VT + ,TooußVX = /V.q

(15a)

21•CpW

Region 2
which then has an integral
OW

W(T - Too)
dy + •

Too
W(x - Xoo)
dy =

agQh

Qh

(1_+.8)

(15b)

21aC•,W

0

Region 3
(11)
OW

whereQhis thetotalheattransportby theplume.For/• <<D
(the basis of the boundarylayer approximation),W is

agQh

21aC•,W

(15c)
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As before, variables with asterisks are nondimensionalized

by the layered depthD. The integralconstraint(19) requires
the seriesof An to convergequite rapidly. Retainingthe first
term in this series, we find from (19) and (20) that

(Ap/fi) + eaToo
In (15) the plus (minus) signappliesto exothermic(endothermic) transitions. The transition itself has been treated as a
discontinuity, which is justified becauseits thicknessL is
smallcomparedto the heightof the anomalouszone Az in the
boundary layer limit.
This nonlinearboundary condition,which is appliedto the
flow in the ambient mantle, is similar to that obtained for
cellular convection by Olson and Corcos [1980], except that
(15) includes phase transition effects through the parameter
/3. In the derivation of (15) we have assumed that the
dynamic viscosity is constant across the phase transition
(see Sarnrniset al. [1977] for a discussionof the validity of
this assumption),and we have assumedthat thermal expansion coefficientsare the same for both phases.
Flow Structure

In the absence of internal buoyancy sources, circulation
outside the thermal plume consistsof a Stokes flow, governed by

•4•_

TRANSITIONS

0

-•r3/zCp
{1- /3sin
•r(Zo*
17V=
+(4agQhD)
•/2
+ Az*/2)sin•rAz*/2}
v2

(21)

This is an approximateexpressionfor the averagevelocity
along the plume axis. It shows that the average vertical
velocity is proportionalto the convectiveheat flux to the one
half power and inverselyproportionalto the dynamicviscosity to the one half power. This is the same parametric
behavior as is found for steadystate, high-Rayleighnumber
B6nard convection [Olson and Corcos, 1980]. The terms

appearingin brackets representthe correctionterms due to
the phase transition.
The elevation of the phase transition within the plume,
Az*, may be found using the Clapeyron equation. If the
Clapeyron curve has a constant slope, the depressionor
elevationof the phaseboundarywithin the plumeis givenby
0

Az* =

(16)

a(d/dz)(Tc-

Ta)

(22)

where 0 is the stream function which defines the velocity

where Ta and Tc are the adiabat and phase equilibrium

vector

temperatures and, as defined in (13), 0 is the anomalous
temperature within the plume. The phase equilibrium temperature Tc may be derived from the expression

u=•pU+•W=•9

z--

Oz

Oy

(17)

A local solution to (16) near y = 0 is needed. Employing
techniques used by Olson and Corcos [1980], the local
solution for stress free surfaces at z = 0 and z = D is

dTc
gap
dz
15AS

(23)

Under the conditions

0= f'VD
• Ansinn•rz*
(n•r)•y*e
-n•y. y*> 0 (18)
n=l

wherefVistheaverageverticalvelocityalongtheplumeaxis
and

theseinequalitiesare met for all mantle transitions.(21)-(23)
yield

(y*, z*) = (y/D, z/D)
are dimensionless

coordinates.

The coefficients An must be determined so as to satisfy

(15). In additionthere is the requirement
that fV be the

T)l/•
D • Ap
2 •a
17V
=--7r3tzH
+(4QhD
[1- •HT•øtTøøl
5•+1)•'sincrzo
(24)

average plume velocity. This condition is met if

oo

An

1

• (n½r)
3=•-

n=1,3,5

whereH T = Cp/agis the adiabatictemperature
scaleheight.

(19)

The boundary value problem posedby (15), (18), and (19) is
best solved numerically [Olson and Corcos, 1980]. However, Turcotte and Oxburgh [1967] have demonstratedin a
situation similar to this that a good approximationto the
exact solutionis found by assumingconstantstressalongthe
plume. We shall follow Turcotte and Oxburgh, and replace

The plus (minus) sign refers to a hot, rising (cold, sinking)
plume.
A physicalinterpretationof the factorsappearingin (24) is
asfollows.The leadingfactor,proportionalto Qh,represents
the contributionto the averageplume velocity from thermal
buoyancyalone. The secondfactor representsthe gain or
amplificationof mantle circulation causedby the phase

change.It containstwo correctionterms.The term proporrepresents
theeffectof latentheatreleased
W ontheright-hand
sideof (15)by itsaverage,fV.Theshear tionalto e215/Ap

stress is then constant in each of the plume segments.
Applying this linearized condition to (18) yields

as the mantle material

13
sin
n•zo
_2agQhD
{1-2(-1)n
+Az*/2)
sin
(n•rAz*/2)}

An p,
qp
•2

crosses the transition.

The term

linearly proportional to e representsthe contributionfrom
the anomalousregionwhere the transitionis locally distorted. For the olivine-spineltransition,Ap/• is positiveand the

reactionis exothermic,so e is negative.Thusthe e2termin

(20)

(24), representinglatent heating,actsto reducethe average
velocity. By contrastthe term proportionalto e, representing buoyancy from phase boundary distortion, enhances
circulation velocity. Therefore release of latent heat and
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TABLE 1. Estimatesof Ap/t5at 650-kmDiscontinuity

Ap/fi,%

Method

Reference

Birch's Law
P'P' reflections

Free oscillationsand body wave travel times
P'P'

reflections

Free oscillationsand body wave travel times
Free oscillations (1066B)
Free oscillations and travel times, including

Anderson and Jordan [1970]
Whitcomb and Anderson [1970]
Wang [1970]
Richards [1972]
Jordan and Anderson [1974]
Dziewonski et al. [1975]
Gilbert and Dziewonski [1975]
Dziewonski and Anderson [1981]

anisotropyand damping

phaseboundarydistortion
haveopposite
effectson mantle
flow throughthe olivine-spinel
transition.This result,derived for fully developedmantleconvection,
agreeswith
resultsfoundby Schubertet al. [1975]fromstabilityanaly-

ly arresta sinkingor risingplume.This criticalcondition
occurswhen the amplificationfactor, the secondterm in
(24), vanishes.Using T• = 2300øKfor the temperatureat

thisdepth,we haveaT• = 0.058.A densityjumpof Ap/fi=

0.06 acrossthe discontinuityis consistentwith most earth
models(seeTable 1). As in the precedingcase,HT/D = 2.3,
transitions
dependsupontwo lengthscales:the dimension- but for this discontinuity,z0* = 0.78. Insertingthesevalues
lesstemperature
scaleheightHr/D andthedistance
between into (24), the amplificationis zero if e = 0.33. The correthephasetransition
andtheboundary,
zo*= zo/D.Ascanbe spondingClapeyroncurve is givenby
sis.

The net contribution to mantle circulation from phase

seen from expression(24), the phasetransitionis most
influentialif it lies near middepthwithin the convecting

layer.For example,if convection
is limitedto themantle's
upper650km, theolivine-spinel
transition
occursat Zo*= Usinga transition
density
offi = 4.2g/cm
3,a specific
heatof
0.35. If we take T•AS = -40 cal/gand Ap/fi= 0.083for the 0.3 cal/g/degand the value of e just derived,the critical
transition[Akimoto and Fujisawa, 1968;Ringwoodand Clapeyronslopeis approximately-300 bar/øK.Therefore,
Major, 1970],assume
an ambienttemperature
at 420km of althoughan endothermic
phasetransitionlocatedat 650km
T• = 1800øKanda specificheatof C•,= 0.3 cal/g/deg,
we get will tend to inhibit whole mantle convection, it will not
e = - 0.073.Usinga thermalexpansion
coetficient
of a = preventit unlessits Clapeyronslopeis -0.3 kbar/øKor
2.5 x 10-5/øKgivesaT• = 0.045andHdD = 8. Insertingthe greater.This valueis morethan 10 timeslargerthanwhat
valuesfor e, Ap/fi,ate, andHr/D into(24),we findthatthe hasbeenproposed
for the 650-kmdiscontinuity
[Ahrensand
effectof latent heatingis muchweakerthan the effectof Syono, 1967].
phaseboundary
distortion,
sothatconvection
is enhanced To summarize the results from this section, the effect of
by theolivine-spinel
transition.
Thegainor amplification
for the olivine-spinel
transitiononuppermantleconvection
is to
the parametersusedhere is equalto 1.34, so that upper enhance circulation velocities. The amplificationis at the
mantleconvectionis augmentedby about34% becauseof

the olivine-spinelphasechange.

30-40% level over that comingfrom thermalbuoyancy.For

deep mantleconvectionthe contributionof uppermantle
Deep mantleconvectionis not affectedby the olivine- phasetransitionsis insignificant,
regardless
of whetherthe
spineltransitionto the samedegreeas is uppermantle transitions are exothermic or endothermic.

convection.This can be demonstratedusingexpression(24)

4. CHEMICAL PLUMES AND DIVARIANT PHASE
with a convecting
layerdepthof D = 2884km. The olivineCHANGES
spineltransition
thenoccurs
at zo*= 0.86andtheratioHdD
is 2.3, approximately.
Retaining
thevaluesaToo
= 0.045and
We now extend the analysisto includecompositionally
Ap/fi= 0.083fromtheprevious
case,wefindfrom(24)that buoyantflow. So far, discussion
hasbeenlimitedto a single
the gainfactoris 1.06,so that the olivine-spinel
transition componentmedium;at this point a multicomponent
system
amplifies
circulation
velocities
of wholemantleconvection must be introduced.
by about 6% only.
We adopt the simplificationmade by Schubertet al.
Expression
(24) can equallywell be appliedto a phase [1975],in whichthe structureinsidethe two-phaseregionis

transitionlocatedat the 650-kmdiscontinuity.At presentthe

ignoredandthepropertiesof the systemareevaluated
at the
physicalnatureof thisdiscontinuity
isuncertain.
Laboratory overall compositionX. Specifically,let X be the mole
studiesby BassettandMing [1972]andby Bell et al. [1978] fraction of the forsterite component of the system (Mg,
indicatethat this densitydiscontinuitymay be due to transFe)2SiO4.As before,X denotesmassfractionof the spinel
formationfrom the spinelstructureto the denserperovskite (dense)phase. The densityof any parcel is then given
structure. But an alternativeinterpretationof the 650-km
discontinuity
is that it represents
not onlya phasetransition
but a changein chemicalcomposition
aswell [Liu, 1979].
In spiteof the lack of agreement
on the natureof this
discontinuity,
it is worthwhileto calculate,usingresultsof
this section,what effectsa singleendothermic
phasetransition at this depthwouldhaveon wholemantleconvection.
Specifically,
wewouldliketo determine
thecriticalvalueof
Clapeyronslopenecessary
at thisdiscontinuity
to complete-

approximatelyby

p-- (1 - X)[pfoø•X
+ pfaøl
(1 - X)]
+ X[pœ?X+ pœ?(1 - X)]

(25)

where the subscriptsœoand fa denoteMg and Fe endmembersand the superscripts
ol and sp denoteolivineand
spinelphases.Use of mole fractionX in (25) rather than
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where Ap denotes, as before, the ambient density increase
acrossthe phasetransition. For a light, ascendingplume the
anomalousregion containsolivine rather than spinel, so that
As in section3, theboundary
layerbalance
of momentum •' becomes
within the plume is given by
Ap

massfractionimplicitlyassumesthat the molar volumeof
the end membersare equal, which is approximatelytrue for
the olivine-spinelsystem[Chung, 1971, 1972].

o•W
g(• = Oye
15

v•

with p being the local plume density given by (25) and •
being the density in the ambient mantle at the same level.
The appropriate conservation equations for entropy and
chemical compositionare
T

[•'=(pfa
øl--pfoøl)(xXo•)

(26)

Following the same analytical proceduresas outlined in
section 3, the nonlinearboundarycondition(29), applied to
the stream function (18) yields, for a sinking plume, an
average descent velocity of

OeT

C•,
(u.V)S= KrOy•

(27)The

(u. V)X = Kc•

(28)

Oy2

elevation of the two-phase region, as illustrated in
Figure 2, is given by
Az =

where •r and •c are thermal and speciesdiffusion coefficients, respectively.Experimentson the diffusionof cations
and ions through matrices of mantle minerals [Misener,
1974; Buening and Buseck, 1973; Reddy et al., 1980] have

shownthat the Lewis number,whichis the ratio of species
to thermaldiffusioncoefficients,
is at most10-4 at temperatures of about 2000øK. Clearly, advective effectswill dominate chemicalplumesin the mantle, and diffusioneffectswill
play only a very minor role. The evolution of both thermal
and chemical anomaliesis dominatedby advectionalong
stream lines. Hence we shallmake the geophysicallyreasonable assumptionthat the spatial scale of the thermal and
chemical anomalies are initially the same and that subsequent evolution of the anomaliesdue to diffusive effects is
insignificant.
From this point, the analysis proceeds along the same
lines as in section3. If the phasetransitionoccursat a depth
D - z0 in the ambient mantle and is elevated by an amount
Az because of anomalous composition within the plume,
then the velocity profile at the plume edge is governedby
Region 1
OW

Oy s

-

-Qc
2/zw

(29a)

Region 2
ow

•oy s _ 2/zW
-Qc(1+ B')

-r(x-

x•)

(33)

where

is the average slope of the divariant region of the phase
diagram. Using (33) and (32), we obtain

W• • •3• I1+sinz0,
2 pgD
(pfa
sp
--pfo
sp)
(34)

Fomula (34) applies to a descendingplume; for a rising

plumethe signof W changes,andthe end numberdensity
d•erence

reads

Ap

(p•aOl-t¾o)ol

Asisfoun
d forthermal
plumes,
thephase
changes
contribute a correction term to the mean velocity of a chemical
plume. The transition enhances or inhibits convection dependinguponthe signof F = OP/OX)r.For the olivine-spinel
transition, data from Ringwood and Major [1970] give an
average value of F •- 80 kbar/mole fraction fo. Hence the
olivine-spinel transition enhances chemical convection.
However, the magnitudeof this enhancementis small. If we

(29b)take the ambientmantleto havea meanatomicweightof th

= 21.2[Wattet al., 1975]then,withreference
to Chung's
[1971]data,Ap-• 0.35,pfasp-- pfo
sp•--1.3andt5-• 3.6,all cgs.

Region 3

OW

-Qc
= •
Oy •
2law

(29c)

where Qc is the total chemicalbuoyancyflux in the plume'

For chemical convection extendingto 650-kin depth and
traversing the olivine-spinel transition, the amplification
term in (34) is about 1.08. Thus the phasechangeenhances
the convectiveflow by about 8%. We concludethat phase
transitions can have only a small effect on chemically
induced mantle circulation.

Qc
=gf-•oo
(po•p)W
dy

(30)

For a heavy, descendingplume, the parameter/•' in (29) is
defined by
/•' =

At>

(paa
• -- t•ao*•)(X- Xoo)

(3•)

Next we turn to the problem of a negativelybuoyant, cold
plume (an idealizationof a subductingslab)penetratinginto
a region of the mantle with a slightly different overall
chemicalcomposition.Specifically,we wish to considerthe
conditionsunderwhich a negativelybuoyantlithospherecan
crossa chemicalbarrier locatedat the 650-kin discontinuity.
Mantle densities are most influencedby variations in the

4000
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ratio of iron to magnesium.Press [1970] and Anderson and
Jordan [ 1970]have proposedthat the lower mantle might be

betweenlayers, indicatesthat heat diffusionis not of primary

slightlyenrichedin iron relativeto the uppermantle.How-

agreementbetween our findingsand those of Richter and
McKenzie. The correctinterpretationof theseresults,then,
is that stabilityof two-layeredmantleconvectionis governed
by the difference in temperaturebetween the lower mantle

ever these conclusionsare basedon extrapolation of Birch's
relationship between
acoustic
velocity and mean atomic
•
. .
weight acrossphasetransitions.It is unknownwhether some
or all of the changein density occurringat 650 km can be
ascribed to changes in chemical composition. We have
compiled in Table 1 published estimates of the fractional

importancefor determiningstability.This accountsfor the

and the surface, corrected to an adiabat.
To estimate aAT, we first need to know lower mantle

temperatures. By comparing shock wave data with earth

densitychange
Ap/t•,across
the650-kmseismic
discontinu-model densityprofiles, Wang [1972]andJeaniozand Richter
ity. Here, Ap representsthe differencein densityacrossthe
discontinuity and t• is the averagedensityin that region. The
entries in Table 1 come from studiesusingvarious seismic
data sets, rangingfrom the high-frequencyband [Whitcornb
and Anderson, 1970; Richards, 1972] to low-frequency normal mode spectra [Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975], to a
combinationof the two [Wang, 1970;Jordan and Anderson,
1974; Dziewonski et al., 1975; Dziewonski and Anderson,
1981]. It is interestingto note that, judging from the rangeof
values in Table 1, this important geophysicalparameter is
uncertain by a factor of two. Clearly, detailedinverse studies
(similar to that conductedby Masters [1979]for the density
jump at the inner core) shouldbe made to better resolve this
discontinuity.
The average velocity of a thermochemicalplume descending steadily through the mantle may be obtained by combining (24) and (34). The result is

•=

4D•/2 Qn+Qc

[1979] arrive at a temperature of 2300øKjust below the
transitionregion, in the neighborhoodof 800 km. This basal
temperaturewe denote symbolicallyby T(800). It must be
corrected to a potential temperature by subtractingthe
adiabatic temperature rise plus the temperaturerise across
upper mantle phase transitions. The temperature jump
acrossthe olivine-spineltransitionconsistentwith the theory
developed in section 3 is given by

ATø!-s'ø
= -eT(420)
,

where T(420)is the averagetemperatureat the olivine-spinel
transition, centered at 420 km. From section 3, T(420) =

1800øKande = -0.074, soATøl-st'= 130øK.We choosenot

toinclude
effects
ofa possible
phase
transition
at650kmin
this calculation, since it is not even known whether that
transition

HT

-

Qc

would be endothermic

or exothermic.

The adiabatic increase from the surface to 800 km, as well

as the value for thermal expansiona, both depend on the
Grfineisen parameter •/:

(35)

dln Ta

From this we see that the flow will be arrested when

Qh

(39)

g•/

(40)

(36)
a =

(41)

which is equivalentto
where

a(Too
- T)= (pœ``s•,
_ pœoS•,)
(X- Xoo) (37)
that is,

aAT = Ap/t•

(38)

Within the context of our model problem, this result is not
unexpected. The plume stops when its average density
equalsthat in the surroundingmantle.
In applying this to the stability of a layered mantle, the
principal uncertainty is the relevant thermal anomaly AT.
According to the results of this section, AT representsthe
contrastin potentialtemperaturebetweenthe lower mantle
and the earth's surface. However, it could be argued that
this temperaturedifferenceis unrealisticallylarge, sincewe
have not included diffusion and dissipationof heat.
Fortunately, an independentverificationof (38) has been
made by Richter and McKenzie [1981] using laboratory

experimental
results.
Theydemonstrated
thata system
with

is the usual seismicparameter. A wide variety of techniques
have been used to infer 3'. Both Wang [1972] and Anderson
[1979] have proposeda value of 3' = 1.3 at 800-km depth.
Using this, plus •b taken just below the transition, gives a

valueof a = 2.5 x 10-5 at 800km.Assuming
•/= 1.3for the
whole upper mantle, integrationof (40) yields ATa = 260øK
to 800 km. By this method,

aT = T(800)- T(0) - ATøl-s•'- AT,,= 1640øK (42)
and consequently aAT = 0.04.
Comparing this with the seismologicalestimatesfor Ap/I5
from Table 1, it is clear that the stability of two-layered
convectionin the mantle dependscritically on the origin of
the 650-km discontinuity. If all the observeddensity increase
is due to changein composition,then the mantle can stably
convect in two layers. However, if the densityjump is due to
combined effects of phase transitionsplus chemical differences, then this conclusionneedsto be modified. Specifically, if the chemicalcomponentof the densityjump is lessthan

two homogeneous,convectinglayers separatedby an interface (with density contrast Ap/•) becomesunstablewhen
condition(38) is met, providedthat AT is interpretedas the
temperaturedifferenceimposedacrossthe entire system.
The experimentalresult that mixing in a two-layeredcon- 4% and the remainder is due to phase changes,then it is
vecting systemis determinedby the temperaturedifference possiblefor thermally driven mixing of the upper and lower
acrossboth layers, rather than local temperaturedifferences mantle to occur.
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5.

SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSIONS

The boundary layer representationof mantle convection
has been successfulin exhibiting the important physics of
heat transfer processesin planetary interiors. In this paper
we have extended these asymptoticmethodsto the analysis
of thermally driven, buoyant flow through phase changes
and, what is more novel, througha compositionalinterface.
In our approachwe have usedintegralrelations,appropriate
for boundarylayer behavior, which are insensitiveto details
of the flow structurebut which faithfully expressthe conservation of momentum and entropy.
Our results show that phase transitions do not exert a
controlling influence on mantle circulation. The olivinespinel transition, which is exothermic, enhances mantle
convection. It can increasethe transport velocity of uppermantle convection (convectionlimited to the upper 650 km)
by about one third. It has negligible influence on whole
mantle convection. Endothermic transitionsgenerally retard
convectionbut to an insignificantdegree. As an example, an
endothermic

transition

located

at 650 km

must

have

a

Clapeyron slopeof nearly -300 bar/øKto stopa sinkingslab;
this value is many times greater than anythingproposedfor
the mantle. Thus phase transitionswill not, by themselves,
prevent deep mantle convection.
We have investigatedthe motion of compositionallybuoyant plumes in two ways. First, we have analyzed the
influenceof the divariant, olivine-spineltransitionon plumes
having an anomalous Fe/Mg ratio relative to the ambient
mantle. We find that the transition aids convective transport
by a few percent. Second, we have determined the conditions for motion of a thermochemicalplume which is anomalous in both chemistry and temperaturerelative to its surroundings.We have appliedthe resultsto determinestability
criteria for two-layered convection in the mantle. We find
that thermal convection can mix compositionally distinct
upper and lower mantlesif the chemicallyproducedcomponent of the density contrast at 650 km is less than 4%. If it is
greater than 4%, then two-layered mantle convection is
likely to be stable againstdirect mixing.
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